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Thank you to sponsor Bio-Bubble for helping with costs towards this newsletter

Wight Squirrel Project
is self-supporting and relies on fundraising

and donations.  Help to keep us going by

becoming a ‘Friend of the Red Squirrel’ for a

year by giving a minimum donation of £5 per

person.  If you want to save postage, then ring

for details on how to pay straight into Wight

Squirrel Project bank account or go online and

fill in the form. Details are at the bottom of the

page.
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Jessie Booth

Sadly the 2014 trophy winner,, Jessie Booth,

died suddenly in May.  It was a shock to us all

and she will be greatly missed by many

people, especially the charities she did so

much for. 

Jessie also wrote

poetry and her book

can be purchased from

Amazon.
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Name staying the same

In last year’s newsletter I asked your opinion on changing the name.

The majority were in favour of it staying the same.

However, partner charity The Red Squirrel Trust, have added ‘Isle of

Wight’ to the name. 
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Volunteer trophy winner 

Derek Moore with the trophy and a clock

2016 Calendar

A calendar with 12 photos depicting a young

squirrel I reared in the spring is now on

sale.There are only 72 calendars available so

put your order in quickly!  The calendar is A4

opening to A3 and it’s the usual price of £5. 

Red Squirrel Base
At last!  Along with The IOW Red

Squirrel Trust, we have been

looking for a base for a long time

and  we now have a very nice

shop in Ryde High Street.  It’s

easy to find as it’s opposite the

Catholic church garden, just up

from Iceland.

The shop was officially opened

by High Sheriff, Ron Holland and

is manned by volunteers, Sarah

is the main volunteer and is in

most days.

Wednesday morning is the

busiest as Jacquie often brings in

a hedgehog, which is popular

with vistors tot he shop.  Sadly,

red squirrels will not tolerate close

up encounters with humans but most

hedgehogs don’t mind being shown

off to an admiring public. 

Three day old hedgehogs, like the

ones shown in the picture, need

regular feeding and go wherever

Jacquie goes.

Children’s activities and competitions

are planned plus there is a lot of

information for you to look at or take

away. We are well worth a visit!

To comply with regulations, 90% of items we sell must be donated.  It’s

been decided to focus on a woodland theme so we have light pulls,

bottle stoppers and light holders carved from wood which are donated

by Neville and other items made from wood such as squirrel feeders,

dreys and bird boxes.  

If you are good at woodwork or carving and would like to donate an item

or two, then please come in to see us.  If you can knit or make red

squirrels or other woodland animals we would be delighted to have

them.  

3 day old hedgehogs

Derek Moore is the volunteer trophy holder for 2015 . He has been a

volunteer for  almost 20 years by turning  his handicraft skills to

making squirrel feeders initially to making clocks latterly. Derek

generously donates  the clocks,  including the expense of the

materials, to Wight Squirrel  Project.

Each clock is meticulously handcrafted and unique. There are

different framed picture clocks to choose from and Derek is working

on different styles at varying prices so there is something to suit

everyone. The clocks can only be bought from the Red Squirrel

shop.

He has also made

specially designed

carrying boxes for

picking up sick or

injured squirrels.

I am very grateful for

Derek’s work to help

our red squirrels.

Jessie with the trophy last year

Can you help red squirrels?

Volunteers to help in the shop are

desperately needed so we can open for

longer. No experience is necessary and you

can choose your times.  We require 2

references for this post.

Pop into the shop for an application form or

email using the address on the back page or

use the shop email.

The shop email address is:

redsquirrelshop@hotmail.com

Official shop opening

Nature Day 2014

We held a ‘Nature Day’ at the County

Showground in October last year to celebrate

National Red Squirrel Week.  

Over 50 people enjoyed walks and talks as

well as a woodland monitor training session

and making feeders.

Needless

to say

with all

the

activity

the

squirrels

were

shy!

And much
more...

There are other

handcrafted items

in the shop.  For

example, Windmill

Turning has kindly

donated beautiffuly

made wooden

items.

You can get your

squirrels feeders

and dreys too.



LANDSCAPE THERAPY

'Bare-root and fruit tree nursery' 
Middleham · Wilmingham Lane · Freshwater ·

Isle of Wight · PO40 9UQ 

tel: (01983) 760011 · mobile: 07966 292334

Where have all the squirrels
gone?

I am frequently asked this question about

Parkhurst Forest. If you see a squirrel in

Parkhurst Forest or other popular public woods

please do let me know. I

Without you ‘citizen scientists’ reporting in, the

records will show squirrels are virtually absent,

so please take the time to email, fill in the

online form or ring. I don’t get your email

address via the online form so if you want me

to get back to you please use the email

address.

Similarly, I get calls left on the answer machine

that are unintelligible(please speak slowly!).To

get a call back, either include your phone

number, email address or use contact me via

wightsquirrels@hotmail.com". 

Thank you to those people picking up and

freezing fresh bodies in pristine condition for

post mortem examination.  The results are

below.

Feeding red squirrels

Many people on the Island are lucky enough to have red squirrels

feeding in their garden.  Like us, they need a balanced diet and will

eat the wrong things just because they like them or that’s all there is

available.  This is not  always good for their health!

Even if your squirrels appear

healthy on a peanut only diet, you

may not see the consequences.

Peanuts are fine in small amounts

and as part of a wider diet.

However, too many can have

adverse affects on their bones and

possibly development of kittens.  

If you really want to help your red

squirrels then please give a

varied diet which includes fruit.

A cuttle fish or bone for them to

gnaw is also a good idea especially if you feed mainly peanuts.

Don’t forget the obvious when attracting squirrels to your garden. If

there are cats about please discourage squirrels unless you can be

sure the feeder is in a safe place.  Equally, please ensure your

waterbutt is covered. If squirrels are crossing a road just to feed in

your garden then expect the inevitable!  You could put a warning

“Squirrels Are Crossing” sign in your hedge  - but there will still be

casualties.

COME TO SEE ME
AND MY FRIENDS 

AT SHANKLIN
CHINE

OPEN FROM

EASTER TO
OCTOBER

Garden questionnaire results 2014

Frequency Daily  19   Increased 5 Decreased  8 Stable 14 Babies seen by 16
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Trees!

Obviously trees are vital to red squirrels - and

many other animals!  Hardly a week goes by

without a distraught person contacting me

about trees being felled. This may be a

neighbour wanting more light or to make way

for development.  It can be distressing to

people, so imagine how the squirrels feel!

Corridor links, including hedges, are important

to red squirrels.  Sadly not everyone sees it

this way.  Although trees with dreys in are

supposedly protected under the Wildlife &

Countryside Act 1981, this does not

necessarily apply to forestry work or

development; as long as permission is sought

to cut down trees with dreys in, or due care is

taken but the drey not spotted.

Sadly, I have no authority to stop any of these

operations.  If you suspect a tree is being cut

down without authority, eg it has a Tree

Preservation Order on it, please ring the IOW

Council and ask for a Tree Officer.

Garden Squirrels Questionnaire Please circle your answers  It’s important to know if your squirrels have

stopped coming. Disappearing temporarily in the autumn doesn’t count!!!  DON’T FORGET THE POSTCODE!

NAME &
ADDRESS.....................................................................................Postcode................DATE............            

Do squirrels visit: Most days Most weeks        Occasionally 

The average number in: Winter 1 or 2 2-5 Over 5

Spring 1 or 2 2-5 Over 5

Summer         1 or 2 2-5 Over 5

Autumn 1 or 2 2-5 Over 5

Over the last year have squirrels: Increased Decreased Remained Stable

Did you notice any juveniles? Yes No

Post to: Wight Squirrel Project, PO Box 33, Ryde, IOW, PO33 1BH              Thank you for your time

Website

The website has been updated and

modernised.  You can enter your sightings via

the website and also fill in the garden

questionnaire.

I don’t automatically get your email address

via this link so if you want to contact me

please use: wightsquirrels@hotmail.com

There is also a form to set up a SO to renew

your ‘Friend of the Red Squirrel’ donation. 

Sick, injured or baby squirrels
We do take in sick, injured and baby squirrels.

People do not always know what to do when

they find a squirrel that needs help so here

are a few tips.

If the animal is able to run away then it is

probably not that ill.  If you can pick it up -

then it is!  Put it into a secure dark box with

some bedding and ring 611003 or 613145.

Someone will pick it up.

Please get it to

one of us ASAP

as the sooner we

can start treating

the squirrel the

better.

Sometimes it is

just too late but

we always do our

best.

Citizen Science

Citizen Science is the catchy name for ‘the practice of public

participation and collaboration in scientific research to increase

scientific knowledge. Through citizen science, people share and

contribute to data monitoring and collection programs. Usually this

participation is done as an unpaid volunteer (National Geographic

definition).  Therefore I owe all of you citizen scientists who report

sightings a big thank you.

Monitoring and data are the main thrust of Wight Squirrel Project’s

work so all your reports are very important  Alive, dead, red or

suspected grey, whatever you have seen, please let me know.

Contact details are at the bottom of the newsletter pages.

Garden questionnaires were far fewer than normal for 2014 but that

was partly due to the address on the bottom of the form being

squeezed out of the form below.  It is there this year, so please fill

the form in and either post it or scan and email it to me.  There is

also a form on the website. 

Of the general sightings reported; 592 were garden squirrels, 73

seen on the road, 38 in towns, 96 in woods and 235 didn’t match

any of the other descriptions so were categorised as rural.

I aim to work with a university to put all this data into a detailed

report.  It will show red squirrel populations fluctuations over the

past 25 years,as I started gathering data in 1991.

Give a cuttlefish for healthy bones

Corn on the cob is a favourite

Post mortem results

32 squirrels were picked up for post

mortem examination.  The results are:

RTA 19

Natural causes 7

Cat  3

Rat poison 2

Unidentified cause 1

Deaths reported by public 2014

Road 57

Bird 4

Pet 27

Natural Causes 7

Poison 2

Unknown 14

TOTAL 111

Postcodes

In order to get

an accurate grid

ref, please give

the postcode of

where the

squirrel was

seen, not your

postcode -

unless it was in

your garden.


